
Migrate data to Microsoft 
Azure with Komprise
Analytics-driven data management



Eliminate the fear of migrating 
files and data to the cloud
Data migration doesn’t have to be tedious, error-prone, and disruptive. 
Run, monitor, and manage hundreds of migrations faster than ever at a 
fraction of the cost by using Komprise Elastic Data Migration to Azure.

Businesses are looking to modernize 
storage, but file data migration to the 
cloud can be challenging. The goal is to 
migrate quickly, without issues or 
disruptions in user productivity.

Komprise Elastic Data Migration enables 
organizations to run, monitor, and manage 
hundreds of high-performance data 
migrations to Azure Files, Azure NetApp 
Files, and Azure Blob Storage.

Via Komprise's Azure storage offerings, 
file and object data is moved to the right 
Azure storage tier quickly, reliably, and 
cost-efficiently.
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Elastic Data Migration
Komprise provides high-performance migration at scale with complete file 
fidelity, solving a critical issue for IT professionals. Our UI also provides 
analytics on the source data for better migration planning.

Analyze network attached storage (NAS) 
sources to understand data, plan 
migrations, and project cost savings.

Analyze before you migrate
Patented technology parallelizes to 
maximize migration performance of file 
network file system (NFS) and server 
messaging block (SMB) protocol data.

Migrate up to 27 times faster
Komprise migrates data to Azure Files, 
Azure NetApp Files, and Azure Blob 
Storage.

Easily migrate file data to Azure



Komprise Inc., Elastic Data Migration, & Microsoft 
Azure

Komprise gives enterprises visibility into their file and object data, assessing how much they can save by moving 
their data to Azure. We migrate enterprise data seamlessly and transparently, and we can archive cold data to the 

cloud to cut up to 70 percent of storage budget costs without disrupting users.

With Komprise data management and 
Azure's cloud storage options you can 
efficiently manage data storage costs.

Optimized data strategy costs
Komprise and Azure's intuitive interfaces 

allow users to compare multiple plans and 
execute with ease.

Intuitive and easy to use
By harnessing Komprise's parallelized 
architecture and Azure's scalability, 

customers can grow without worries.

Highly scalable



Customer success: Komprise Data 
Migration to Azure at Carhartt
Michigan-based US garment and accessory maker Carhartt faced several 
issues caused by data sprawl. The company needed a solution to help 
reduce the overall cost of its data storage, accelerate data migration and 
archiving to Azure, move data without breaking user and application 
access, and provide continuous data management.

Carhartt's NAS storage used to cost $1 per gigabyte (GB). Its Azure footprint now saves the company 75 percent that 
amount per GB moved.

Saving 75 percent on every GB migrated to Azure

Users and applications reliant on Carhatt's file data have experienced stable, undisrupted experience, thanks to 
Komprise's symbolic link technology.

Maintaining uninterrupted UX and applications

Carhartt received a slim, efficient system for managing its data hosted on Azure.
Efficiently managing data within Azure



Optimize your cloud strategy with 
Microsoft Azure and Komprise
Get a free trial

Call for more information: 1.888.995.0290

Ask a question via email: Azure@Komprise.com

Learn more

See our offer on the Microsoft Commercial Marketplace

https://www.komprise.com/free-trial/
https://www.komprise.com/partners/microsoft-azure/
https://azuremarketplace.microsoft.com/en-us/marketplace/apps/komprise_inc.intelligent_data_management?tab=Overview

